N4438K EXTRACTION PLAN
1948 Ryan Navion - N4438K

PIC:  David Osgood

Information current as of 2/15/19
Contact David R. Osgood
AIRCRAFT - APPROACH AIRCRAFT FROM PORT SIDE

BOARD AIRCRAFT FROM LEFT REAR

Board here (recommended)

TURN HANDLE ON TOP OF CANOPY 120° CLOCKWISE; SLIDE CANOPY AFT
OPEN

**INTERIOR VIEW**

- Fire Ext.
- Fuel Selector
- Electrical
- Mixture
- Hydraulic
SEATS: STANDARD BELT BUCKLE. LIFT TAB ON TOP OF BUCKLE TO RELEASE
FIRE EXTINGUISHER: HALON EXTINGUISHER UNDER RIGHT FRONT SEAT

FUEL SYSTEM: TURN FUEL SELECTOR TO OFF POSITION BY PULLING CIRCULAR
BUTTON, ROTATING TRIANGULAR KNOB UNTIL IT POINTS AFT OF CABIN.
**FUEL SYSTEM:** PULL RED MIXTURE KNOB ON RIGHT SIDE PANEL OUT

**ELECTRICAL SYSTEM:** TURN MAGNETO (KEYED) SWITCH TO OFF POSITION; TURN OFF BATTERY/GEN. TOGGLE SWITCHES.
HYDRAULIC SYSTEM: PULL KNOB ON LEFT SIDE OF PANEL OUT.

PILOT INFORMATION:
DAVID R. OSGOOD